FANGO WRAP 50 min. ................................................................................... 69€
The seabed gives us the nutrients needed to release muscle tension with the delicate relaxing massage, we discover a sense of relaxation single body.

BOMBOM SHEATH 50 min. ........................................................................... 69€
Discover the power of a soft and moisturized skin and let yourself be seduced by the pure cocoa mousse peeling and the hot chocolate flux wrap.

FLOWER OF THE PASSION 55 min. .............................................................. 89€
Inspired by floral fragrances, this ritual combines exfoliation without rinsing and sensual massage. Be based on its textures and elegant floral aromas. Nourished and silky skin.

ANTI-CELLULITUDE 80 min. ........................................................................ 89€
Treatment that helps prevent, reduce and correct cellulite by a detoxifying peeling, wrapping thermo-sculptress & draining massage - remodeling.

FIRMNESS GOAL 80 min. ............................................................................... 89€
By exfoliation with marine sponge & fresh wrapper designed to firm the skin, the tissues will rethink. The massage would enhance its firming effects.

CHRYOTONIC GEL – LIGHT LEGS 80 min. ..................................................... 89€
After the exfoliation treatment area, you will feel the pleasure of a refreshing wrap. Prolonged feeling of well-being for your legs ending with a comfortable massage.

FLOWERS OF THE PASSION 55 min. .............................................................. 89€
Inspired by floral fragrances, this ritual combines exfoliation without rinsing and sensual massage. Be based on its textures and elegant floral aromas. Nourished and silky skin.

PAMPER YOUR BODY

THALASOTHERAPY
The Power of Seawater

SENSATIONS BATH 20 min. ................................................................. 40€
Bubble bath and jets seawater with moisturizing, soothing or draining extracts.

VICHY SHOWER 45 min. ................................................................................ 65€
Manual massage under water spray with soothing and moisturizing effects.

JET SHOWER 20 min. ..................................................................................... 29€
Comfortable pressure massage with seawater, which provides instant feeling of well being due to the contrast of temperature and strength.

SAVE YOUR TIME
Our professionals will advise and may make your custom personalized program according to your needs or preferences, please contact us. We offer the possibility of buying 5 or 10 bonuses with treatment sessions. See discounts. Prices with VAT included.

SEA, OUR INSPIRATION
Each marine caress a unique experience, to feel and enjoy the five senses.

THALASOTHERAPY
The Power of Sea Water

ZANZIBAR PEELING 30 min. ................................................................. 52€
Exfoliating scrub with the coconut powder and hydration. Addictive fragrance that will envelop you in a sensory journey.

BORA BORA PEELING 30 min. ................................................................. 52€
Exfoliation with bora bora sand and relaxing massage, with saffron from Oceania. An exotic aromatic universe.

PEELING TONIFICANT 30 min. ................................................................. 52€
Combination of sea crystals with the power of trace elements to tone your skin.

ALGAE WRAP 50 min. .................................................................................... 69€
Delicate marine extracts to oxygenate your skin. A light-mineralizing peeling detoxifying boost the draining effects of warm mixed micronized algae.

RENEWED SKIN AND SOFT IN A MULTISENSORIAL TREATMENT
THALASSO RITUAL
Ritual that combines a basic treatment of hands and feet.

MASSAGES & ALTERNATIVES THERAPIES

RELAXING MASSAGE
Let yourself be pampered and discover the new aromas and sensations that will take you on a journey of disconnection of your body and mind.

MASSAGE WITH VOLCANIC STONES
Deep relaxation that encourages relaxation and well-being through manual massage and hot stones imposing, its volcanic power makes the energy flow vital.

MASSAGE WITH BAMBOO CANES
Ancient relaxation technique, which fascinates massage on the shoulders, upper arms, neck and head. Its numerous physical, mental and emotional benefits make you enjoy a serene mind.

MASSAGE WITH BAMBOO CANES
Oriental massage through the bearings, and pressures, promotes energy reactivation in the body and seclusion as well as lymphatic circulation, and blood circulation.

HOT PINDA MASSAGE
Amorotal experience with sachets inside keep herbs and spices; through pressure, heat and aroma we get activate energy points of the body and a pleasant feeling of relaxation.

NEW EXPERIENCES EXTREMELY RELAXING

LOMI-LOMI HAWAIIAN MASSAGE
A unique ritual, a Hawaiian dance. hands and forearms sliding with the hot of your body, to reach a deep relaxation and reconstitute with your being.

HANDS FUSION
Let yourself be carried away by a unique moment. A hands massage, absolute relaxation, enveloping feeling in body, mind and soul.

1 DAY THALASSO SPA RITUAL
Wrap yourself New Sensations

- BODY & FACIAL OCEANIC SOFTNESS  60 min. ...........................................  69€
- Ritual that combines a basic treatment of hands and feet.

SKIN SILK
Ritual that unifies all the benefits of the sea in a combination of strength and sensory marine delicacy.

- CALIFORNIAN MASSAGE 50 min. .........................................................  80€
- Lomi-lomi Hawaiian massage with oceanic saffron & facial treatment. A spirit that transports you to a journey of exotic aromas.

SERENITY FOR THE SOUL
By gentle massage sensory, it connects with the chakras for harmonization and relaxation to connect body, mind and soul.

FOOT REFLEXOLOGY
Through the presiana, feet reflex points are stimulated and get restored the proper flow of body energy and harmonize body functions.

2 DAYS THALASSO SPA RITUAL

- ANTI-STRESS
Sublime ritual that combines different types of oriental massage therapies, creating a unique experience for the awakening of the senses.
- 2 Thalasso Spa sessions (90 min./session) & 2 Flash mask.
- Californian Massage & oriental matching facial.

- SKIN SILK
- Relaxation treatment.

- CURE MARINE
Ritual that unifies all the benefits of the sea in an oceanic setting.

- THALASSO CIRCUIT
Individual / Couple
- 90 minutes real therapy with seawater freshly drawn from the Mediterranean to their health and wellbeing. On your tour you will enjoy: Dive ocean pool, experience swimming; massages, foot massage, hand massage, Finnish sauna and Roman bath, glass, relax room with thermal loungers, foot and tea tasting.

- RELAX THALASSO CIRCUIT
Body relaxed and luminous skin. Watch your Thalasso circuit our exclusive with hyaluronic acid masks and get an instant hydration and radiance in your skin and face. Feel the power of the hands and the scent of your body with a relaxing massage.

- PREMIUM THALASSO CIRCUIT
A sea of sensations. One of our therapists perform a exfoliation whole body, thus multiplying the therapeutic capacity of seawater.